

U.S.S. Pharaoh - Stardate 9807.30

Host Cheryl says:
Pharaoh is assisting a medical emergency on Bacarus VII, a vital mining colony to the Federation.  The source of the plague is as yet unknown.  Attempts to hail the colony were not responded to, and an away team beamed down.

Host Cheryl says:
The AT found the main compound functional but deserted, and the 47 lifeforms of the miners are detected in small groups, or lone individuals, around the Compound.
\

Host Cheryl says:
While investigating, K'Rust came upon a figure crouched over two figures laying on the ground.  The figure, upon detecting K'Rust, fired upon him and fled.  K'Rust was not seriously injured, but the integrity of his enviro suit was damaged.

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Pharaoh Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

EOMallory says:
::on his way back to Engineering, still tired from all the meditation::

MO_Haley says:
Walks to the MED Bay.

FCOWaltrs says:
::at the helm, still searching for possible causes to the plague in space::

OPS_Pang says:
::studying the scan reports from the AT's location::

CTOWolfe says:
::Lands the Shuttlecraft Edward White with ease and picks up his small duffel, heading to his quarters long enough to drop the bag and head up to the bridge::

TO_Vshae says:
:: Readinging herself in a bio suit in Transporter Room One ::

MO_Haley says:
TB: Deck 3

DrOrlando says:
@::continuing towards K'Rust::

SO_Terr says:
::in turbolift heading for bridge with my new orders::

MO_Haley says:
::door swooshes open::

Hawkes says:
@::;wandering about on the surface but thinks he is window shopping on his home world ::

TO_Vshae says:
:: taps comm badge :: *Captain * Am I to understand I am going to the surface alone?

CEO_Alar says:
::in Engineering, keeping an eye on systems and feeling generally ill::

EOMallory says:
::arrives in Engineering, yawns, then sits down at his workstation::

CTOWolfe says:
::arrives on the bridge::  CO:  Lieutenant Commander John Wolfe, reporting for duty Sir.

OPS_Pang says:
CO: Sir:  I wonder if the person who fired the phaser may also be a visitor?

Host CO_Love says:
Pang: Has Vernshae beamed down yet..

SO_Terr says:
::walks out of turbolift to first officer::

CSO_Krust says:
@ :: crouches down near unconscious bodies, watching tricorder for signs of life moving towards him ::

MO_Haley says:
::in Med Bay::

SO_Terr says:
XO: Here are my new orders sir

OPS_Pang says:
CO: Any minute Sir

Host CO_Love says:
CTO: Permission granted

OPS_Pang says:
*Vernshae*  Transporting you on your mark - you have environmental suit I trust?

Hawkes says:
@:::narrowly avoids a steep drop by turning into a shop ::

CTOWolfe says:
::turns and takes his station, logging in quickly::

TO_Vshae says:
* Pang * I am ready to beam down, are you sure you want to send me alone?

SO_Terr says:
CO: here are my transfer orders from the academy.

EOMallory says:
::opens up records of the past few hours, to see what he has missed (if anything)::

OPS_Pang says:
*Vernshae* CO's Orders - good luck Ensign

CTOWolfe says:
::looks up and hears his junior Tac officer, suddenly, the rest of the mission falls into place mentally::

OPS_Pang says:
::transports Vernshae to the planet::

CEO_Alar says:
::notes that Mallory has returned, and nods, not saying anything at him::

DrOrlando says:
@::Arrives near K'Rust::

CSO_Krust says:
@ ::taps comm badge :: *Doctor Orlando* Doctor, I'm reading no other moving life forms, other than you.  Be careful none the less.

Host CO_Love says:
:: Takes the PADD:: Thank you Ensign..::Nods:

Hawkes says:
@;;;suddenly sits abruptly on the ground and wonders where the stool went that he was aiming to sit on ::

TO_Vshae says:
:: grabs her phaser rifle and another phaser and beams down to the surface ::

OPS_Pang says:
CO: Vernshae transported down Sir

SO_Terr says:
CO: awaiting your orders Sir?

Host CO_Love says:
Pang: Good, have we received any further news from the AT..?

CSO_Krust says:
@ :: walks towards doctor :: Doc: here are my preliminary findings.  :: hands him medical tricorder ::

CTOWolfe says:
::runs a detailed tactical sensor sweep of the planet.....seeing if he cant lock down the power pack for the weapon that was discharged::

DrOrlando says:
@K'Rust : Don't move while I scan you ::scanning::

TO_Vshae says:
@ :: materializes on the surface and pulls out a tricorders to locate the away team ::

OPS_Pang says:
CO: Awaiting details now Sir

Host CO_Love says:
Terr: Take your post along side Mr. Wolfe at tactical please

OPS_Pang says:
CTO: Good to have you back

Hawkes says:
@:: Lies back and begins a reverie of the old days on the Dilithium mines ::

SO_Terr says:
CO: Affirm

DrOrlando says:
@::takes the medical tricorder and reading the results::

CSO_Krust says:
:: standing still ::

OPS_Pang says:
*Vernshae* Report safe arrival please

SO_Terr says:
::walks over to Mr. Wolfe::

OPS_Pang says:
*CMO/CSO* Status please

CEO_Alar says:
::power levels nominal, and all is well in Engineering for a change, but she's still feeling dizzier than all get out::

CTOWolfe says:
::looks up from his scan::  Thank you Commander.....good to be Home.

SO_Terr says:
TO_Wolfe: Hi, I’m the new SO

TO_Vshae says:
:: Taps comm badge :: *Pang* I am on the surface now. trying to locate the away team.

SO_Terr says:
CTO: How can I assist you?

CSO_Krust says:
@ Doctor: my air supply has not been contaminated, however an exposed open wound could mean trouble.

Hawkes says:
@::feels a disturbance in the air around him and determines to find out what it is ::

OPS_Pang says:
CTO: We may have a problem with our latest cargo transfer - reports are available when you get time

EOMallory says:
::gets a strong sense that Alar isn't feeling well:: CEO:  Are you alright, sir?

OPS_Pang says:
*TO* Good - stay in touch

CTOWolfe says:
::looks up::  SO:  It is Lieutenant Commander Wolfe....and you can take Science I  ::motions to the terminal adjacent to his::

SO_Terr says:
::Terrance nods, extends hand, then walks to Science 1::

CEO_Alar says:
::she shakes her head:: Mallory: I think I'll be all right. I'm going to head up to the bridge. Keep a lid on things down here.

TO_Vshae says:
*Pang* Yes Sir. :: moves off towards Orlando's signal ::

EOMallory says:
CEO: Aye, sir

CTOWolfe says:
::swivels chair around:: OPS:  I have read them Commander, and I think I might be able to lock the equipment down.....we can discuss it further once the AT is safe and sound.

OPS_Pang says:
CO: Vernshae on surface going to join the CMO

Hawkes says:
@:::walks towards the AT and keeps hidden as he stalks the hoods on his home world ::

SO_Terr says:
::begins standard orientation procedures to get used to the Defiant Class stations::

OPS_Pang says:
CTO: Surely ::grins::

CTOWolfe says:
<sfe = safe>

EOMallory says:
::keys in a few commands, then walks to another console and sits down::

CSO_Krust says:
@ :: checks tricorder again for life signs ::

TO_Vshae says:
:: Moves over the scrub terran and watching out for other life signs ::

SO_Terr says:
::monitors his readouts while observing the bridge crew::

Host CO_Love says:
Pang: Keep a tight lock on him until he meets up with the Dr.

Hawkes says:
@::imagines he is in one of the many parks of his homeworld ::

CTOWolfe says:
::swivels chair back around, inclining a small nod then gets back to scanning for those weapons::

CEO_Alar says:
::she leaves Engineering and goes to the bridge, leaning heavily against the wall of the turbolift::

DrOrlando says:
@*Pang* : I'm scanning MR. K'Rust here... His suit has been compromised, I am unsure if he has been infected...  I would like to beam him and a few bodies to the complex to do an analysis.

OPS_Pang says:
CO:  I still have a bad feeling about the individual who fired at K'Rust .... can we look for other visitors do you think?

Host CO_Love says:
Pang: Do so..

OPS_Pang says:
*CMO* We should beam him to the Cargo Bay - I will get Haley there

CSO_Krust says:
@ Doctor: I am reading a humanoid moving near us.

TO_Vshae says:
:moves in sight of the away team ::

DrOrlando says:
@*Haley* : Any luck in finding previous outbreaks?

Hawkes says:
@:::Spots Pang and such and sees the dreaded Black Maria of his hometown ::

SO_Terr says:
OPS: Can I have power to the sensor array, maybe I can pick up something?

CTOWolfe says:
::makes sure the biostasis fields are up and at 100%...they are.  Doublechecks the seals on the doors.....they are green::

Host CO_Love says:
*Alar*: How are the modifications coming..

OPS_Pang says:
*MO* We are about to beam Mr. K'rust to the Cargo Bay - please attend him

SO_Terr says:
OPS: Maybe the lifeforms might match the miners, only a detailed scan would prove fruitful

OPS_Pang says:
SO: Sure ::grants additional power by shutting down one of the holosuites::

DrOrlando says:
@*Pang* : Sir, I would prefer to stay on the surface, I don't want to risk infecting the ship.. the complex if better. And Mr. K'Rust is detecting a lifeform heading towards us, can you confirm?

CTOWolfe says:
OPS:  Does Starfleet Medical have the medical profiles of the individuals that were assigned to the mining colony, from their primary physicals?

SO_Terr says:
::SO scans the surface for confirmation of miners to the 47 lifeforms

DrOrlando says:
<if = is>

OPS_Pang says:
CTO: Alar informs me she installed the additional biofilters herself - I have no worries

CEO_Alar says:
::she enters the bridge and takes the Engineering station, transferring the Engineering controls to her station::

TO_Vshae says:
@ moves up to Orlando and K'rust :: Orlando, "Doctor."

MO_Haley says:
*Pang* Acknowledged.

CTOWolfe says:
OPS:  Better safe than sorry...as the saying goes...

CSO_Krust says:
@ Doctor: I concur, doctor

OPS_Pang says:
::beams K'rust to Cargo Bay with the enhanced biofilters::

CSO_Krust says:
@ :: thinks NO ::

CSO_Krust says:
 :: taps comm badge :: *Bridge* Who is on the planet with the doctor

Hawkes says:
@:::Raises Weapon while thinking he is just pointing his finger and fires his "imaginary gun "::

MO_Haley says:
*Orlando* Yes I have.

SO_Terr says:
CTO: Sir, I detect three lifeforms that are close to the miners bio signs, but not confirmed. The other 44 are not the miners.

CSO_Krust says:
 :: taps comm badge :: *Bridge* With all due respect, please beam me back to the planet.

CTOWolfe says:
::eyebrows furrow::  SO:  Can you determine the nature of the life forms?  ::swivels chair around::

OPS_Pang says:
*K'rust*: Your reasons?  You have a damaged environmental suit!

CTOWolfe says:
<nautre = nature>

DrOrlando says:
@::ducks the fire::  What the--?!

EOMallory says:
::presses a few more buttons::

SO_Terr says:
::beginning more detailed scan::

CTOWolfe says:
OPS:  If this bug can't be detected in the biofilters, then what good are they?

DrOrlando says:
@*Pharaoh* : We are being fired upon!

CSO_Krust says:
*Pang* I don't feel it is prudent to leave the doctor by himself in a hostile environment, commander.

TO_Vshae says:
@ Orlando: Anything else about? :: Scans with tricorder to be sure ::

OPS_Pang says:
*CSO* Vernshae is there - he is not alone

CTOWolfe says:
::notices an alarm go off on his console, checks it::  CO:  I concur, the AT is taking fire.

TO_Vshae says:
@::Ducks::

Hawkes says:
@:::takes aim at other Hoodlums::

CSO_Krust says:
*Pang* Acknowledged.

CEO_Alar says:
::::she feels badly enough that she would think about just going to sickbay, but the doctors are needed for real trouble- not whatever is making her ill::

Host CO_Love says:
Wolfe: What type of fire..?

CSO_Krust says:
:: starts pacing, scowls ::

TO_Vshae says:
@:: takes up her rifle set on heavy stun and returns fire ::

OPS_Pang says:
*MO* Are you on your way to see the CSO in the Cargo Bay?

Hawkes says:
@:::fires at TO < but thinks he is aiming an imaginary gun at a hood ::

CTOWolfe says:
CO:  Phaser fire...identical to the weapon that fired upon Ensign K'Rust...

Hawkes says:
@:::is hit goes down ::

CTOWolfe says:
CO:  With all  do respect, we should be treating this planet as a Hot Zone.  No one beams down to the planet unless in Environmental suits and no one comes up unless they have been completely decontaminated.  We don’t know how this bug works yet, and no way of knowing if the biofilters will catch it.

TO_Vshae says:
@ ::rolls away almost being hit by phaser fire, then looks up to see the fallen miner :: Orlando: He's down... :: rushes towards the fallen man phaser rifle at the ready ::

CEO_Alar says:
::turns in her chair:: CO: Captain, may I suggest that the EMH be sent in to treat Lt. K'rust?

Hawkes says:
@:::is hit , ...goes down ::

SO_Terr says:
OPS: Sir, maybe we should stop the air exchange with the people beamed onboard?

Host CO_Love says:
Alar: Good idea, i hope that the Doctor has fixed the programming

DrOrlando says:
@::shouting::  Vernshae : Be careful!  One patient at a time is enough!

OPS_Pang says:
CO:: The reports I have on the miners suggest that there were 47 in the colony - but we were advised by Starfleet of deaths - yet we still have 47 ....

Hawkes says:
@::waits his chance ::

Host CO_Love says:
Pang: Odd..

SO_Terr says:
CO: Ops is correct, but my scans are not yet complete Sir

CEO_Alar says:
Love: The problem lies in the fact that I would have to install a holoemmiter in the cargo bay. I am willing to go in personally to make certain it's done right.

OPS_Pang says:
SO: Good suggestion - but the forcefields in the cargo bay should prevent that

OPS_Pang says:
CO: I have a gut feeling there is someone else around

SO_Terr says:
OPS: I know, but the airflow is cvonstant throughout the ship

CTOWolfe says:
::starts to lock down the life signatures, scanning them...trying to match them with the Medical Database of the miners retrieved from Starfleet Medical::

Host CO_Love says:
Wolfe: Make a detailed scan of the minors, find out who the other lifeforms are.

CEO_Alar says:
::waits for Love to make a decision::

OPS_Pang says:
SO: Not when contained by that level of forcefield Ensign

Host CO_Love says:
Alar: Very well, Just be carefull

CTOWolfe says:
CO:  One steo ahead of you Captain.....computer is working on it as we speak......

TO_Vshae says:
@:: Does not look away from the man she had just shot, rifle still at the ready :: Orlando: No chances here Doc.

CSO_Krust says:
:: still pacing, thinks 'I should be on the planet, I can't get infected twice' ::

SO_Terr says:
OPS: Aye Sir, only a suggestion, better safe than never

CTOWolfe says:
CO:  We should beam down K'Rust until the Holo-emitter is in place Sir...

SO_Terr says:
CO: I recommend against that Sir

CEO_Alar says:
Wolfe: It's not going to matter now that he has been in there, as we don't know how it's transmitted.

CTOWolfe says:
::said over his shoulder::  SO:  He cannot be infected twice.

OPS_Pang says:
::raises an eyebrow - beaming someone back with a damaged suit?::

OPS_Pang says:
CTO:We cannot be sure he is infected

Host CO_Love says:
Wolfe: If K’rust is infected, he will be no use to the AT soon..

SO_Terr says:
CO: if K'Rust is down there, exposure to the virus may speed up its effects

CTOWolfe says:
OPS:  We must treat him as if he were infected...not to do so would doom the whole ship...

CTOWolfe says:
SO:  Doubtful....

SO_Terr says:
CTO: thats why I suggested cutting off the airflow

CEO_Alar says:
::she finally just gives up on the debate that is raging, and goes to get her tools::

SO_Terr says:
CTO: You never know

Hawkes says:
@::lunges with knife placing the blade in the knee joint of the other's suit ::

OPS_Pang says:
CTO: So - we put him back on the planet with no treatment!

DrOrlando says:
@*Pharaoh* : I attempted to download information from the complex computers but was unsuccessful, some sort of security clearance...  I recommend sending an Engineer down with some high security clearance codes...

TO_Vshae says:
@ :: Fires weapon at the man, point plank ::

SO_Terr says:
CO: wait until the EMH is ready

OPS_Pang says:
*CMO* Will put your request to the CO

Hawkes says:
@::Is KO'd ::

SO_Terr says:
CO: Sir (sorry)

OPS_Pang says:
CO: Orlando wants an Engineer ....

CTOWolfe says:
SO:  You would rather shutdown lifesupport and drown him rather than beam him down to a place that, if he is infected, it wont make one bit of difference if he were exposed again or not?  A virus doesn’t compound its affects based on repeated contacts

Host CO_Love says:
Pang: For what reason..?

TO_Vshae says:
@:: falls to the ground on her knees in pain ::

SO_Terr says:
CTO: No, limit his airflow to the bay, not circulate with the ship

OPS_Pang says:
CO: Difficulty in accessing the colony's logs I believe Sir

CTOWolfe says:
OPS:  If it means keeping the crew of this ship healthy, definitely

CEO_Alar says:
::she makes certain she's got everything she needs, and then prepares to be beamed into the cargo bay::

CTOWolfe says:
SO:  You suggesting cutting off all airflow...which is it Ensign?

Host CO_Love says:
Pang: let's see what Wolfe has found on scans first before i make that decision

OPS_Pang says:
CO: Aye Sir

SO_Terr says:
CTO: Cutting it off with the rest of the ship, but keeping airflow in there, but not letting our air mix with his

Host CO_Love says:
Wolfe: Anything yet on those scans..?

CTOWolfe says:
::checks the scans, as they have completed::

MO_Haley says:
::is not feeling well, has a headache....::

CSO_Krust says:
*Bridge* I have 38 minutes of in-suit air available.

OPS_Pang says:
*CMO* We will take your request under advisement - the CO wants more information before risking anyone else

EOMallory says:
::pushes some more buttons, and runs a warp core diagnostic::

DrOrlando says:
@::sees Vernshae requires and assistance and approaches, carefully::

MO_Haley says:
::scans himself.........gets a hypospray::

CTOWolfe says:
SO:  If you can figure a way of creating a a separate air system that can be dropped in, I am all for it....but, we are also adding the risk of a seal failure......we don’t even know if its airborne...and then that would be a needless waist of time.

MO_Haley  (Hypospray.wav)

SO_Terr says:
CTO: If all the miners were infected, it has to be airborne

TO_Vshae says:
@:: looks heaven word noting her suit is compromised the taps her comm badge :: * Pharaoh * My Suit has been compromised.

CTOWolfe says:
SO:  Not so...it could be transmitted via saliva...such as through sneezing....or it could be in the water of the mine....

CEO_Alar says:
::she gets an environmental suit on, almost as an afterthought:: *Mallory* I need you as a backup in case something goes wrong while I'm installing this holo-emitter. Be ready to seal me in there if something goes wrong.

TO_Vshae says:
@:: Looks to Orlando :: Orlando: Can you give me anything that will slow this down or soemthing?

Host CO_Love says:
Wolfe: Mr. Wolfe..?

SO_Terr says:
CTO: Just a hunch, it could be true, but then maybe not, i just want to take precautions

MO_Haley says:
::heads out of MB into TL::

CEO_Alar says:
::beams into the cargo bay with her tools, and starts to install the emitter, nervous for K'rust's sake::

MO_Haley says:
TL: Deck 1

CTOWolfe says:
CO:  The scans do not coincide sir......3 of the life-signs are close, but they do not match the records on file.  They are not within parameters....I would surmise they are alien.

SO_Terr says:
oh, the rest are the miners, but three are not

EOMallory says:
*CEO* Aye, sir.  ::accesses forcefield controls::

CSO_Krust says:
:: is startled to see Alar :: Alar: welcome, commander

OPS_Pang says:
CO: That would seem to confirm my premise that the planet has other visitors Sir

CTOWolfe says:
CO:  However, if there have been deaths, we should not be reading 47 lifesigns.....

Host CO_Love says:
Wolfe: Are they isolated from the other miners?

CEO_Alar says:
::she turns around:: K'rust: How are you feeling?

TO_Vshae says:
@:: looks to Orlando and also wonders if the ship receives her or not ::

SO_Terr says:
CO: Permission to go down there and scan hawks, he is one of the discrepancies in the bio patterns. Maybe he can help us

MO_Haley says:
::door opens::

CTOWolfe says:
CO:  I suggest taking an Away Team down to the Mining Station and get their systems back up and running.  See if we cannot piece together everything and keep contact with the ship to the minimum.

OPS_Pang says:
All on bridge:  I think we should scan for ship signatures around here

DrOrlando says:
@::reaches for a hypospray with some terakine::  Vernshae : This should help with any pain you have, however I don't known much about the infection to help...  ::sighs::

CSO_Krust says:
Alar: so far so good, commander. You realize, you are endangering yourself

CTOWolfe says:
*TO*  Understood Ensign....Hang tight...Pharaoh out.

CSO_Krust says:
Alar: though I appreciate the company.

MO_Haley says:
::heads onto the Bridge::

SO_Terr says:
::begins scanning for other ships::

TO_Vshae says:
@:: laughs at the response from the Pharaoh * Hand tight...

CEO_Alar says:
:;she finds a place to install the emitter, and starts working:: K'rust: I can't just let you croak- you're one of the few interesting people on this ship. ::she gives him a grin::

CloudTK says:
is this thing on....

CloudTK says:
oh

OPS_Pang says:
*Alar* Do you need additional power routed

Host CO_Love says:
Wolfe: Very well, You and Mallory beam down, try to get it up anr running..

CloudTK says:
hi room

TO_Vshae says:
@ :: Starts to go over the miners’ things ::

EOMallory says:
::still doesn't know the situation on the planet::

CEO_Alar says:
*Pang* Let me get this in, and then reroute the power if you would. I don't want to get fried.

CTOWolfe says:
*Mallory*  Mr Mallory, get your environmental suit and meet me in Transporter 1....bring your tools as well Ensign.....

CSO_Krust says:
Alar: If I am to die, I prefer to die in battle! Besides, something so little can't hurt me. :: laughs ::

SO_Terr says:
OPS: I'm detecting a small tachyon signature in low polar orbit, it could be a ship, or it could be local background noise

OPS_Pang says:
CTO: Will beam on your mark from here John

CEO_Alar says:
::she finally clears out the hardware that she needs to:: K'rust: I wish I could agree with you, but I can't.

FCOWaltrs says:
::realizes that Meriam just said she was hurt, is concerned::

OPS_Pang says:
SO: tachyons?

TO_Vshae says:
@:: looks to Orlando :: Thanks, lets get what we can off of this guy and possibly get moving, I assume I do not have long.

CTOWolfe says:
::stands and exits the bridge quickly, heading down to TR1::  *OPS*  Understood Kay Lee....make sure they have our gear in Transporter Room 1 please.....

EOMallory says:
*Wolfe* Aye sir.
*Pang*  Will you watch the CB for me, and be prepared to seal it up if neccessary?

CSO_Krust says:
Alar: thank you commander, we shall see.

OPS_Pang says:
CTO: Suits are there for 10 people - one should fit you

SO_Terr says:
OPS; maybe its a cloaked ship, just hypothesizing

EOMallory says:
::grabs his tools and quickly jogs into the TR::

DrOrlando says:
@::goes over to the other person and scans him::

CTOWolfe says:
::steps off the TL and heads for the TR, walking briskly::

OPS_Pang says:
*Mallory* Will monitor from the bridge

CEO_Alar says:
::she gets the emitter in, and starts connecting everything up:: K'rust: Now comes the fun of seeing if I can get that darned program to transfer....

CSO_Krust says:
:: Feels a little warm, thinks it must be the suit ::

Host CO_Love says:
*Alar*: Status report ...

EOMallory says:
::sees the EV Suits, and picks one::

OPS_Pang says:
*Alar* Mallory has been seconded to an AT - I am monitoring from the bridge your situation in the Cargo Bay

EOMallory says:
::examines it for tears before putting it on::

CTOWolfe says:
::slips into his EVA suit, looking over Mallory::  Mallory:  you ready for some action Ensign?

CEO_Alar says:
*Love* I have the emitter installed, now I just have to worry about getting it running and getting the program to transfer. Stand by.

EOMallory says:
CTO:  Action, sir?

SO_Terr says:
CO: Sir, maybe Hawkes was mutated my the virus, that's why his LS don't match

MO_Haley says:
::taps COMM badge:: AT: Is everyone alright down there::

CEO_Alar says:
*Pang* Thank you. I'll keep you apprised.

DrOrlando says:
@::scanning the body and notices he was infected a while ago::

EOMallory says:
::seals the suit::

Host CO_Love says:
Terr: I hope that’s not the case....

CTOWolfe says:
::with practiced hands, gets into the suit::  *Mallory*  Stay alert is all I meant.....::picks up a phaser rifle and then a type 2 phaser....retrieving a 3rd pistol and handing it to Mallory::

OPS_Pang says:
*CTO* Advise when ready for transport please

TO_Vshae says:
@:: pulls a few things from the man's pockets and starts to go through looking for ID of some kind ::

EOMallory says:
::steps onto the pad, holding his toolkit::

SO_Terr says:
*DrOrlando*: Do your scans show any mutation????

EOMallory says:
::takes the phaser::

CTOWolfe says:
*OPS*  Understood
*Mallory*  Your sidearm  ::offers the phaser::

CTOWolfe says:
::stands next to Mallory::  *OPS*  Two to beam down

MO_Haley says:
::heads onto TL::

OPS_Pang ::beams the CTO and Mallory to the colony:: (Transporter.wav)

SO_Terr says:
*CTO*: don’t take any risks till we find out if it really is airborne

CEO_Alar says:
::keeps glancing back at K'rust to see how he's doing::

DrOrlando says:
@::hears a new voice:: *Terrance* : Not any mutations.. but certainly infections...  identify yourself please.

EOMallory says:
@::quickly looks around::

CEO_Alar says:
::taps her commbadge:: *Pang* Reroute power to my location.

OPS_Pang says:
CO: Now that is five on planet Sir

CSO_Krust says:
:: pacing slowly ::

CTOWolfe says:
*SO*  This isn’t my first Away Team Ensign...keep this channel clear ::said with a small snarl in his voice::

OPS_Pang says:
*Alar* On it ::gives Alar extra power::

Host CO_Love says:
::Nods to Pang:

SO_Terr says:
::takes that as a threat and turns back to his console::

CEO_Alar says:
::smiles as the emitter comes online:: K'rust: Hang in there, K'rust. It's almost ready.....

CSO_Krust says:
Alar: any word on the AT's status?

CTOWolfe says:
@  ::looks around::  *Mallory* Lets see if we can find station ops......try to access the stations logs  ::looks around the dark corridor, using his phaser rifle's lamp to look around::

SO_Terr says:
::trys to stay out of everyone's way, feels a bit intimidated because he is new::

CEO_Alar says:
*Pang* Any word on the Away Team?

OPS_Pang says:
*Alar* Wolfe and Mallory just beamed down to assist - nothing to report so far

DrOrlando says:
@*Pharaoh* : Any possibility of us being beamed to the complex?

TO_Vshae says:
@:: finds some ID and then show Orlando to see if he can confirm ::

EOMallory says:
@*CTO* Aye, sir ::scans the area with his tricorder::

CTOWolfe says:
@  ::scans as well, not finding any lifeforms::  *Mallory*  Looks like this place is deserted...

CSO_Krust says:
:: nods, pleased that Commander Wolfe is on the planet ::

MO_Haley says:
TL:Deck 6.

EOMallory says:
@*CTO*  I'm not showing any life either.

DrOrlando says:
@::sees the ID tag and nods::

OPS_Pang says:
*CTO* We would appreciate you keeping in touch

SO_Terr says:
*K'Rust*: Hang in there, I don't want to take over you job so soon ::adds in a reassuring voice::

CTOWolfe says:
@  ::flips closed the tricorder and starts walking toward Station Ops......according to the signs anyway::  *Mallory*  Well, they aren't letting us down here to enjoy the scenery...lets hoof it.....

CEO_Alar says:
::takes a deep breath and hopes:: *Computer* Transfer the EMH to this emitter.

CTOWolfe says:
@ *OPS*  Of course Commander....shall I sing "Battle Hymn of the Republic" or perhaps "Mary has a little lamb"?  ::chuckles to himself::

EOMallory says:
@::follows, scanning the area with his mind...just in case::

OPS_Pang says:
::grins - decides not to pass the message on to the CO::

MO_Haley says:
*Alar* did the EMH transfer?

CTOWolfe says:
@  *OPS*  I am activating my helmet camera's now.....so you can see what we're seeing.....::flicks a switch on his helmet::

CTOWolfe says:
@  ::pans around the dark corridor::

OPS_Pang says:
*CTO* Thanks ...CO: You should be able to watch this from your chair Sir - Wolfe has his helmet camera going

CSO_Krust says:
:: swats at something invisible in front of his visor ::

EOMallory says:
@::looks for a power supply, to turn on the lights::

CEO_Alar says:
::much to her delight, the EMH appears in all his grouchy glory::<EMH> Please state the nature of the...what am I doing in here?

MO_Haley says:
::TL door opens::

CTOWolfe says:
@  ::walks into the large Station OPS::  *Mallory*  Are their furnaces still lit?

CEO_Alar says:
::she smiles:: EMH: You have a patient- there's an environmental risk, so you've been transferred to a secure area. We'll beam anything you need in here.

Host CO_Love says:
Pang: Good..:: Turns on monitor on arm of chair::

OPS_Pang says:
::tunes in to watch too::

EOMallory says:
@::flips a few buttons that should turn the lights on:: *Wolfe* We'll soon find out..

MO_Haley thinks:  *Alar* did the EMH transfer?

SO_Terr says:
::finsihses shift and leaves the bridge::

CSO_Krust says:
EMH: Greetings, father. I didn't expect you home so soon.

Host Hawkes says:
@:::Starts exhibiting great splotchy rashes ::

OPS_Pang says:
*Alar* Did it work - do you have the EMH transferred?

CEO_Alar says:
<EMH> You're not much, but you'll have to do as my nurse.

Host CO_Love says:
Pang: How is Alar doing, is the EMH running..?

CTOWolfe says:
@  ::looks around the dark Station OPS::  *Pharaoh*  Looks quiet around here......the Miners appear to have left this place in a hurry.....

CEO_Alar says:
*Pang and haley* Yes, he transferred and is running.

OPS_Pang says:
CO: Just checking Sir

DrOrlando says:
@::scanning Vernshae's wound::

OPS_Pang says:
CO: Yes - it worked - that is well done Sir

CEO_Alar says:
::she grimaces at this:: EMH: I'm an engineer, not a doctor.

OPS_Pang says:
*Alar* congratulations

CTOWolfe says:
@  ::using the manual controls, begins closing and locking all but one of the exits to Station OPS, getting them as secure as possible::

EOMallory says:
@::sees the lights come on::

CEO_Alar says:
::she runs a scan of K'rust and notes that his DNA is starting to mutate:: EMH: His DNA is starting to change.

CSO_Krust says:
EMH: WAIT, you are not Mor'rok, WHAT DO YOU WANT?

CTOWolfe says:
@  I've got a bad feeling about this.....::looks up as the lights come on......::

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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